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Address Rimas Solar Production Systems 
Slootsekuilen 10 
5986 PG Beringe 

Country Netherlands

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Turnkey module lines 5 - 50 MW  

Rimas offers smart turnkey module manufacturing lines up to 50MW. Based on smart Rimas technologies it is possible to create a (semi) automated
high standard turnkey solution , for a very acceptable price. Rimas combines self designed technologies for handling, transferring, framing and testing,
with A-class stringers, laminators and sun simulators. Depending on the available factory building dimensions, the layout can be adapted; One straight
line, L-shaped, U-shaped, etcetera. The Rimas lines can be designed for single or multiple module sizes.

To make the module manufacturing market accessible for starters, Rimas has designed a special layout. It is a semi automated solution with a limited
capacity. 
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